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Introduction and Background
Vibration responses of beams subjected to moving loads is of 
great practical importance as these responses can cause 
significant damage to structures especially at resonance. Our 
project validates the dynamic response of a simply supported 
beam traversed by both mass and standalone force loads by 
utilizing sequential static results collected from simulations 
and theoretical calculations. The system shown in Figure 1 
was analyzed for ε = 0.01 and 1.
Equation 2. Curvature Formula for Solving Beam Deflection.
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Abstract
• Model a simply supported beam in Solidworks 
simulations and compare deflection data with 
theoretical calculations. 
• Analyze various traversing load conditions 
including uniform partially distributed loads, 
double point loads, and single point load.
• Pioneer the sequential static solution for future 
comparison to the dynamic response of the 
much more complicated various boundary 
conditions clamped-pinned and 
clamped-clamped beams.
Figure 1. Models of Beam and Load Cases.
Equation 1. Differential Equation of Beam Traverse by the Moving Load.
Simulation Properties






1). Vibrations of structures occur about the static 
equilibrium position.
2). At low velocities, sequential static analysis is a great 
method for estimating dynamic deflections on a beam 
when applying dynamic load factors.
3). Due to the system’s linearity, dynamic load factors 
can be applied to estimate a beam’s deflection, 
moments, and stresses for design purposes.
4). Solutions for two other boundary conditions were 
obtained using sequential static method; these results 
can be used for verifying future dynamic solutions.
Process and objectives
•Simulate a force traversing on simply supported 
beam using sequential static analysis in Solidworks.
•Validate the dynamic results with sequential static 
results from simulations and theory.
•Explore new boundary conditions including 
clamped-pinned and clamped-clamped beams with 
Solidworks and theoretical calculations. 
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pp.615-628.Figure 2.  Solidworks Beam Simulation Models
Figure 3. Project Gantt Chart
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Figure 5. Beam Deflections for Various Boundary Conditions and Load Types
E = 207 GPa I = 1.04x10-6 m4 ρ = 7800 kg/m3
L = 10 m m = 7.04 kg/m M = 70 kg
Figure 4. Dynamic Load Factor
